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What is a Virtual Hard Drive?
A Virtual Hard Drive (VHD) is a Microsoft Open Specification Promise (OPS) formatted file that specifies a
file structure that allows for the simulation of physical hard disks, disk partitions, and file systems. This
allows for the installation of one of more virtualized operating systems (Guests) on a single physical
host. This is extremely useful when developing new software or piloting a new installation through
reduced hardware, power, HVAC, and space requirements.

What Types of VHD’s exist?
There are two general classifications of VHD’s this paper will discuss. The first is a Fixed Disk. In the
fixed disk specification, the administrator specifies a file of a specified length to represent the drive size.
In this analogy, it is the same as buying a physical hard drive at the store. Whatever size you buy sets
the limitation of the maximum storage space. Most VHD’s that are created are defaulted to a
Dynamically Expanding Drive. This allows for the drive to occupy only the projected space (plus a buffer
for expansion) that is necessary for operation. As needs increase, so does the hard drive. This presents
a problem however. Since the only limitation on the expansion is the logical space in which the VHD
resides upon, they can get very large. Consider the challenge if placed on a SAN or NAS and not
monitored. Dynamically expanding drives by their nature constantly grow, even if you are trying to
shrink them. For example, if you perform a Disk Defrag to reclaim space and optimize, you will see a 515 percent growth post operation. Another counterintuitive operation is the removal of software. This
will return free space to the VHD, but it may also increase the overall size of the drive as it writes to the
VHD. This results in performance and resource bloat over time.

Ensure VM Reliability and Security Prior to Deployment
As you prepare your virtual machines for deployment, please ensure you are not adding a batch of new,
unpatched, unprotected systems without appropriate anti-virus onto your corporate network; and by
extension the internet. It currently takes approximately twenty-four hours for an unpatched internet
connected machine to become located and malware installed. Be part of the solution by ensuring you
apply no less than the most recent service pack, any critical patches, and some sort of anti-virus with the
current signature files. Later in this paper we will show you how to reduce the bloat created by the
patching.

Best Practices for Reducing Guest OS Bloat
Regardless of the type of VHD you have, these steps will reduce the total size requirement. We
recommend you carefully read this section prior to doing any other operations.
Caveats and Considerations Prior to Starting
The following steps are designed to perform two functions.


First they will performance tune your Virtual Machine at the risk of recoverability. This works
well in an academic environment, but may not in a production one.



Second we will prepare the disk for the maximum compaction possible.

Prior to executing these steps, it is recommended you do the following:
1. Back-up a copy of the VHD and setting file to a separate location. A power outage or physical
disk read/write error could create an unrecoverable issue in the VHD. No competent
administrator should perform any potentially destructive function without a known valid backup.
2. Evaluate all the performance steps and their risks and impacts based on your operating
environments. If you have a Pilot or Academic installation, then recovery may be less of a
consideration than if you are in a production environment.
General Guest Clean-up Operations
1. Uninstall any unnecessary 3rd Party applications. This includes their directories left behind after
uninstall, logs, application settings, etc…).
2. Uninstall all Windows components not required for your virtualized system to run. For example,
games, Indexing Service, IIS, MSN Explorer, Outlook Express, Windows Messenger, etc…
3. Deleting Uninstall Directories from Patching. This is one of those tricky operations. Once you do
this rolling back a patch that causes you issues is problematic. Ensure they system is functioning
properly prior to doing this operation.
a. You will need to be able to locate these hidden folders. From any Windows Explorer
window go to Tools | Folder Options | View and make the following settings changes:
i. Select “Show Hidden Files and Folders”
ii. Unselect “Hide Extensions of Known File Types”
iii. Unselect “Hide Protected Operating System Files (Recommended)”

b. Navigate to the C:\Windows folder. Once there, locate the “$NTUninstall…” folder, which
you made visible in step a. The trailing portion of the folders naming convention varies from
installation to installation.

c. Select the $NTuninstall folders and delete them.
d. Empty your Recycle Bin.
4. Open Windows Explorer | Folder Options | View. Check the “Do Not Cache Thumbnails” option
5. Run Disk Clean-up by clicking Start | All Programs | Accessories | System Tools | Disk Cleanup
and clean up everything.

6. Windows uses process called Hibernation to save the running state of your system prior to
sleeping. These files can be huge. To turn off Hibernation, go to Start | Control Panel | Power
Options and disable Hibernation.
7. System Restore creates a configuration file and keeps key system files and their states just prior
to a change (e.g. Software installs, etc…). These files are be quite large so removing them saves
space at the risk of not being able to recover to a previous state. Since this is a VM and you
have tested your VM prior to this point to ensure its working correctly, this should be a low risk

operation. To change this setting go to Start | Right Click on “My Computer” | Click on
Properties | click the System Restore Tab | Check the “Turn Off System Restore” option

8. While in the Properties of My Computer, click on the Advanced Tab | In the Performance area,
click the Setting Button. Choose the “Best Performance” option and click OK.

9. While still in the Properties of My Computer, on the Advanced Tab | Performance Setting Button
| Advanced Tab | Virtual Memory Change Button | Select the “No Paging File” option | Set.

10. Restart the machine. This restart should remove the hiberfil.sys and page.sys from the system.

Converting a Virtually Expanding VHD to a Fixed VHD Drive Type (if Required)
Within Windows 7, PC2007 has been integrated into the operating system. This guide will primarily
address this version, all though most practices listed would apply to the Stand-Alone Windows version
more commonly used in academia. To convert a Dynamic hard disk to a Fixed Hard disk complete the
following steps:
1. Click the Windows Start Button

2. Type Virtual PC in the search dialog to locate and then launch the application.

3. Beginning in Windows 7, the Virtual PC environment was integrated into the OS as is represented
using a Windows Explorer metaphor.

Windows 7 Integration of Virtual PC

PC 2007 Legacy Interface

4. To modify an existing Virtual Machine, the VM must be in a Power Down state. Once the VM is
powered down, select the VM by clicking one to highlight the instance.
5. This will activate the Settings option (which the location differs based on the version you are running,
see item 3 above).

6. Locate the Hard drive in the setting you want to convert from Dynamic to Fixed and click on the
option on the left to display the configuration options specified.

7. Click the Modify Button to make changes to the existing Dynamic Expanding VHD to Fixed VHD.

8. This will display the Virtual Hard Disk conversion Wizard. Select the Convert Button.

Compacting an Expanding VHD to recovery Unused Space and Reduce Overall
Size
During normal use of a Virtually Expanding Hard Disk they will grow. Since this growth is by default a
one way operation, many normal day to day administrative tasks will cause this to occur. For instance,
during the defragmentation of a hard drive, files are moved, reassembled, and rewritten to the disk.
Since there is no upper limit on the disk and the default operation is to write these files to available
space during the operation, this can quickly expand a drives size with virtually no visualization of the
growth process from the defragmentation screen. As we know, the larger hard disks can cause
performance issues in these virtualized environments. To reclaim the bloated space and improve
performance you must perform a Compacting or Compression operation.
Performance Tuning Prior to Compaction
In order to get the maximum compression possible for your VHD, will need to put it on a diet. This diet
will consist of removing unnecessary default files, adjusting space wasteful performance and recovery

options, and deleting patching uninstall files. For guidance on how to accomplish this, please review the
“General Guest Clean Up Operations” earlier in this guide.
Compacting the VHD
To prepare for compacting the VHD there are a few last minute housekeeping operations that you
should perform to ensure the maximum rate of reduction. Simply deleting a file will not allow the VHD
to be compacted to a smaller size. You must zeroize the file tip headers, which the “precompactor”
application reads as safe for compaction. The following steps have provided me the best reduction
rates. All tools listed are OpenSource / Free. While there are other tools that may claim to get better
reduction rates, their cost vary from oder $30.00 to over $100.
1. Empty the Recycle Bin.
2. Run Disk Clean-up by clicking Start | All Programs | Accessories | System Tools | Disk Cleanup
and clean up everything. (If you did this as a predatory step, you may continue on).

3. Defrag the Hard Drive using the Windows Defrag utility. Click Start | All Programs | Accessories
| System Tools | Defrag. Defrag the Drive(s) associated with the VM
4. On the Virtual Machine download and install the latest copy of Eraser from the authors’ site,
located at: http://eraser.heidi.ie/ This is a free tool.
5. Launch Eraser and click on the Setting Option. Set your options as displayed below.

6. Right click on My Computer | Eraser | Erase Unused Space | Yes

7. Once complete, restart the Virtual machine and logon to ensure the VM is operating correctly.
8. Shut down the Virtual Machine.
9. The Virtual Disk Precompactor is the prep utility which releases free space making it available for
elimination from the file by the VIrtual Disk Wizard. On the Virtual PC Menu go to CD/Capture ISO
Image, and Browse to C:\Program Files\Microsoft Virtual PC\Virtual Machine Additions\Virtual Disk
Precompactor.iso.
a. If the mounted disk does not autoplay, go to My Computer and double click on the mounted
disk.
b. You should be prompted with “Would you like to prepare the virtual disk(s) for
compaction?”. Click Yes. The process will run for several minutes. You will be notified upon
completion.

c. Shutdown the Virtual Machine once complete.
10. In the Virtual Machine menu, select Tools | Settings | {Select the Hard Disk to Compact} |
Modify | Compact Virtual hard Disk | Compact

Transporting VHD’s using Removable Media
When transporting the VM to the host machine, you may run into a situation where the hosts will error
when copying the VHD even though there is enough space on the host hard drive. If you are copying the
VHD to a Windows XP system this is a common occurrence. Please review Microsoft KB Article 955704,
Description of the exFAT file system driver update package located at:
http://support.microsoft.com/kb/955704 This article details the issue and provides you a patch to
install on your XP Sp3 machine to resolve this issue. In the case of Flash media, you may need to install
the patch on the machine you built the VHD on so that you can format the Flash Media to support exFAT
format prior to transfer.

